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ABSTRACT
The third Audio-Visual Emotion Challenge and workshop
AVEC 2013 will be held in conjunction ACMMultimedia’13.
Like the 2012 edition of AVEC, the workshop/challenge ad-
dresses the interpretation of social signals represented in
both audio and video in terms of the high-level continu-
ous dimensions arousal and valence, but importantly this
year the data is that of a large number of clinically de-
pressed patients and controls, with a sub-challenge in self-
reported severity of depression estimation. Like both previ-
ous AVECs, the aim is to bring together the audio and video
analysis communities.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I [Pattern Recognition]: Applications
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1. INTRODUCTION
The third Audio-Visual Emotion Challenge and workshop
(AVEC 2013) has been organised in conjunction with the
21st ACM International Conference on Multimedia, held in
Barcelona, Spain, 21-25 October 2013 (ACM-MM’13). The
goal of the challenge is to provide a common benchmark
test set for individual multimodal information processing
and to bring together the audio and video emotion recog-
nition communities, to compare the relative merits of the



with both natural behaviour as well as natural environmen-
tal conditions.

Concerning the prediction of depression severity, it is clear
that we have barely scratched the surface of this topic. The
papers presented here provide a number of interesting differ-
ent approaches to this problem, but even the best performing
team only achieved moderately successful results, which are
far from a level required to implement in a real-world appli-
cation. Still, given the nature of the data and the seriousness
of the problem it addresses, we believe the works presented
here are an important step in the right direction, and it is
clear that there are many avenues still to be considered.

Taking both the emotion and depression recognition into
account, it is fair to say that it is highly likely that there
will be more editions of the AVEC series.
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